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ITEM C/6/135/04/21

SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK AND THE ZONING SCHEME:
STATUS REPORT AND THE WAY FORWARD
Directorate:

Economic Development & Planning

Demarcation: All Wards

Portfolio Comm:

N/A

Delegation: Council

Attachments:

None

File Ref:

15/1/4

Report from:

Director: Economic Development & Planning

Author:

Director: Economic Development & Planning

Date:

27 April 2021

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
To inform the Council of the two options available to finalize the SDF and Zoning Scheme and to
obtain guidance in this regard.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Municipality is in the process to finalize the SDF and the Zoning Scheme. Two options are
possible. First, the conventional approach can be adopted where there is no direct link between the
SDF and the Zoning Scheme, and whereby properties will still have to be rezoned irrespective of
the recommendations of the SDF. Alternatively, the zonings of certain properties of strategic
importance can be assigned without a prior rezoning process but based on the recommendations
of the SDF. Officials need guidance on the way forward.
BACKGROUND /DISCUSSION
Introduction:
Town planning at the Bitou Municipality is at a cross-roads. Town planning procedures are
notoriously cumbersome, lengthy, often expensive, and serve as a stumbling block that restricts
and hinders rather than facilitate much needed economic development1.
The Municipality is in the process to adopt a revised Spatial Development Framework (SDF) as
well as a new Zoning Scheme. In the near future both the existing Planning By-Law (which
1

The same comment applies to the environmental authorization process. However, as that process is not a municipal
function it is not addressed in this report.
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prescribed procedures) as well as the Zoning Map (which determines zoning rights) will also be
revised. The officials need guidance on the way forward.
On the one hand the Municipality can follow the conventional (safe) route to simply do what has
always been done, and prepare a SDF and Zoning Scheme that will ‘tick the required boxes’ but
will make no real difference in terms of either procedures or outcomes. It will for all intents and
purposes be ‘business as usual’, and little (if anything) will change.
On the other hand there is a (risky) opportunity to take bold and imaginative action to fully embrace
the changes brought about by the new planning legislation, and to adopt a SDF and Zoning Scheme
that will certainly challenge conventional approaches but will have the potential to bring about real
change. If this latter route is followed the Bitou Municipality will be the first municipality to do
so.
In order to further explain the two options it is necessary for some background to be provided.
The previous and the current planning system:
The planning system that existed in South Africa prior to 2013 was to a large extent shaped in late
1970’s and early 1980’s. As this pre-dates 1994 it is not surprising that the matters that were
regarded as important from a planning point-of-view to a large extent reflected minority interests.
In addition, the Town Planning Schemes that were introduced at the time were largely based on
erroneous assumption that it is possible and desirable to pre-determine the use of all land units.
The influences of apartheid together with the concept of zoning has created a pattern of human
settlement characterized by racial, socio-economic and land use segregation (which was supported
by town planning procedures).
The new planning system that was introduced by the Spatial and Land Use Management Act
(SPLUMA) in 2013 calls for substantively different spatial and procedural outcomes from those
of the past. Unfortunately, in most (all?) municipalities (including the Bitou Municipality) it is
‘business as usual’ and historical practices and procedures continue to apply. It is therefore not
surprising that the outcomes are also the same, and that little (or no) difference has been evident
since 2013.
It is also true that many stakeholders (including many officials in all spheres of government as
well as some non-governmental organizations) ignore and/or undermine the new planning system.
There are two main reasons for this. The first is a lack of understanding or knowledge. In this
regard the frustration / skepticism on the side of a large number of (often retired) professionals
who have no experience of working within the new planning system, who attempt to ‘preach’
outdated concepts and principles or cannot fathom why the new system is necessary or what it is
trying to achieve, is understandable. The second reason is purely ideological – there are those who
do not wish to confront change or reject the direction of that change.
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The conventional option:
The conventional approach (also recommended by the Provincial Government) is that the zoning
rights that were granted by the Zoning Map in 1980 will continue to apply (although they may be
assigned new names in the new Zoning By-Law), and that those zonings can only be amended
through a process of rezoning, irrespective of what is recommended in the SDF.
What this in effect implies is that the procedures introduced as far back as the early 1980’s will for
all intents and purposes continue to apply, while the outcomes of the (lengthy) rezoning process
will also remain the same. Nothing is likely to change, and one can then question the purpose of
the new planning system.
If this is the option that the Council prefers the SDF can be referred to Council for approval during
May, while the Zoning Scheme can be finalized by the end of June.
The alternative option:
The alternative approach is to embrace the fact that SPLUMA is powerful enabling legislation that
has the express objective to ‘undo’ the planning system of the past.
SPLUMA in no uncertain terms establishes a direct link between the SDF and the Zoning By-Law
(which did not exist in the past), and clearly stipulates that the Zoning By-Law must give effect to
the SDF. The opinion is held that the intention is clear – zonings may be assigned to properties in
accordance with the recommendations of the SDF, and without a prior rezoning process. This
approach is consistent with the principle that land use rights (or zonings) should not apply in
perpetuity, and also that planning policies and instruments (including the IDP, the SDF and the
Zoning By-Law and Map) should be reviewed on an annual basis.
If Council agrees with this approach a further round of public participation will be required, but
both the SDF and the Zoning By-Law can be referred to the Council by the end of July.
Example:
An example will serve to illustrate the principles involved:
A certain property is currently zoned as Public Open Space as determined on the 1986 Zoning
Map, and is identified for future middle income housing in the SDF.
If the conventional approach is followed, the property will still be shown as a Public Open Space
(or new but similar name) in the new Zoning Scheme, and if the Municipality wishes to implement
the middle income housing it will be necessary for a full rezoning process to be undertaken (with
applications, objections, appeals and the like).
If the alternative approach is followed the property will immediately be assigned a zoning that will
allow the middle income housing as recommended in the SDF without any further process (i.e. the
Zoning By-Law and Zoning Map will give effect to the SDF).
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATION
No financial implication.

RELEVANT LEGISLATION
Spatial and Land Use Management Act, 2013 (SPLUMA)
Land Use Planning Act, 2014 (LUPA)

Comments: Director Financial Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

Comments: Director Corporate Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

Comments: Director Community Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

Comments: Director Engineering Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

Comments Manager: Legal Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

RECOMMENDED BY THE MUNICIPAL MANAGER
1.

That as Sections 25(1) and 24(2)(g) of the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act
(2013) require that the Zoning Scheme must give effect to the Spatial Development
Framework (SDF) it be ensured that detailed recommendations regarding the zonings of
strategically identified pockets of land be incorporated into the SDF, and that, subject to
the outcome of paragraph 2 below, those zonings be appropriately accommodated in the
Zoning Scheme.
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2.

That a legal opinion be obtained from Senior Council regarding the principle to assign
zonings to land units based on the recommendations contained in the SDF.
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PORTION 40 OF THE FARM HILLVIEW NO. 437: PROPOSED LEASE: KWANO
FARMER’S ASSOCIATION
Directorate:
Portfolio Comm:

Economic Development & Planning
N/A

Demarcation: Ward 5
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Report from:

Director: Economic Development & Planning

Author:

Director: Economic Development & Planning

Date:

27 April 2021

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
To inform the Council of the request by the Kwano Farmer’s Association to lease land for
agricultural purposes and to recommend that the application be approved, subject to appropriate
conditions.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Kwano Farmer’s Association is currently conducting agricultural activities on land adjacent
to the South Cape College. In order to access funding they require a formal lease agreement.
Taking into account the requirements of the Asset Transfer Regulations it is recommended that the
lease be approved for a period of 9 years and 11 months.

BACKGROUND /DISCUSSION
The South Cape College is situated on a portion of Portion 40 of the Farm No. 437 between
Kwanokuthula and the N2. On 27 May 2015 the Council granted approval for the disposal/lease
of the land occupied by the South Cape College to that organization. The Council decision is
attached as Annexure “A”, while the lease area is shown in green on the attached Annexure “B”.
Since that time the Kwano Farmer’s Association, who represents a number of small-scale farmers
and emergent farmers in Kwanokuthula, has successfully commenced with crop farming activities
on the land area immediately to the east of the South Cape College lease (shown in blue on the
attached Annexure “B“). They have obtained some ‘start-up’ funding from certain State
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Departments, but in order to access further funding they need to be in possession of a formal lease
agreement.
The Kwano Farmer’s Association has requested lease agreements in respect of other properties
situated between Kwanokuthula and Ladywood (on the so-called ‘buffer zone’) as well, but as
there may be prior commitments made by the Municipality in respect of that land (and also as other
parties have expressed similar interests) any decision in that regard will be premature.
The Business Plan as provided by the Kwano Farmer’s Association is attached as Annexure “C”.
The proposed lease is supported, and a lease period of 9 years and 11 months is proposed.
The criteria that should be considered in terms of the Asset Transfer Regulations are the following:
(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
(g)

(h)
(i)
(j)

Whether the lease area would be required by the Municipality for its own purposes during
the lease period.
Response:
No
Whether the rental amount will result in a significant financial benefit to the Municipality.
Response:
No
The risks and rewards associated with the proposed lease in relation to the interests of the
Municipality.
Response:
The risk may be that the farming operations may not be successful, that the
rental will not be paid or that the lessee may not maintain the land properly. This can be
addressed in the lease agreement. The indirect reward to the Municipality is that it will
empower the members of the Kwano Farmer’s Association and facilitate economic
development.
Comment from the local community.
Response:
Not applicable. No public participation is deemed necessary as the land is
and has for a number of years been occupied by the Kwano Farmer’s Association. The
Association for all intents and purposes represents the local community in this matter.
The comment of the National / Provincial treasury.
Response:
Comment not required (value less than R10M).
The interests of any organ of state.
Response:
None affected
The strategic, economic and legal interests of the Municipality.
Response: The farming activities accord in all respect with the strategic/economic vision
of the Municipality. The legal interests will be addressed in the lease agreement.
The interests of the local community.
Response:
The proposed lease is in the interests of the local community.
Compliance with the legislative regime.
Response:
The purpose of this report and associated recommendation is to ensure
compliance.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATION
The Municipality will receive rental payments.
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RELEVANT LEGISLATION
Asset Transfer Regulations, 2008
Property Disposal Policy

Comments: Director Financial Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

Comments: Director Corporate Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

Comments: Director Community Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

Comments: Director Engineering Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

Comments Manager: Legal Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

RECOMMENDED BY THE MUNICIPAL MANAGER
1. That in terms of Section 37(1)(b) of the Asset Transfer Regulations (2008) in principle
approval be granted to the Kwano Farmer’s Association to use a portion (approximately
3,5ha) of Portion 40 of the Farm Hillview No. 437 situated immediately to the east of the
South Cape College lease area for agricultural purposes, subject to the following
conditions:
(a)
(b)
(c)

That an appropriate lease agreement be entered into between the Municipality and the
Kwano Farmer’s Association;
That the lease be for a period of 9 years and 11 months;
That authority be delegated to the Municipal Manager to determine the rental amount.
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DISPOSAL OF PORTION OF PORTION 40 OF TBE FARM
437 HILLVIEW (SOUTH CAPE COLLEGE)
C/6/276/05/15
18/40/437

Recommendation C/6/276/05/15

DISPOSAL OF PORTION OF PORTION 40 OF THE FARM 437 HlLLVlEW (SOUTH
CAPE COLLEGE)

Department: Strategic Services
File Ref:

Demarcation: Ward 5

18/40/437

An amended valuation report was tabled at the meetiog (Annexure B).
Recommended by the Executive Mayor
I.

That the application from the South Cape College to acquire a portion of Portion 40 of the
Fann Hillview 437 Kwanokuthula be approved, as per Council resolution C/4/67/1014, in
accordance to Section 36 of the Municipal Asset Transfer Regulations and other relevant
legislation.

2.

That it be confirmed in tenns of Section 14 of the MFMA that the part of Portion 40 of 437
Hill View, is not required for essential services.

3.

That the proposed disposal/lease of land be subject to public participation in terms of Section
21A of the Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000 and Chapter 4 of tlie Municipal Asset Transfer
Reg1tlations of2008 and that the decision be advertised for public comments and inputs.
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4.

That the Municipal Council approve the disposal of the land as per Section 40 (I) (2) (ii), of
the Bitou Supply Chain Policy by transferring the asset to another organ of state at market
related value or where appropriate free of charge. Further to the above, Section 40 (3) (a)
stipulates: ... innnovable property is sold at market related piices except when the public
interest or plight of the poor demands otherwise subject to a suitable reversionary clause
being registered against the tittle deed of the Property. Such a reversionary clause should
oblige the alienee to pay the market related value of the Property in the event that the alienee
ceases to use the Property for Educational purposes as per the MOA, failing which the Bitou
Municipality shall be entitled to regain ownership of the Property as per Bitou Municipality
Policy for the Management of Immovable Property Assets.

5.

That the Municipal Council authorises the Municipal Manager to consider a nominal amount
as to be offered by the South Cape College as per tl1e Valuation report and to enter into a
Memorandmn of Agreement between the two parties.

6.

That the relevant property be disposed of as a single unit and not be subdivided, and all costs
for rezoning if needed, and registration with Deeds offices, etc. be to the cost of the applicant.
Title Deed restrictions must include the reversionary clause as per point 4 above.

7.

That building plans be submitted for all structures on the site for consideration by the
Municipal Council before erecting any structure, in compliance with all new statutory
legislation.

8.

That all costs in terms of rezoning, sub-division, legal and survey be borne by the South Cape
College.

9.

That the Municipal Manager be authorised to enter and sign all the necessary agreements and
docun1entation to conclude the transaction.

10.

That construction commences within 24 months of the transfer, unless circumstances prevail
which would require motivation.

11.

That progress reports be submitted regarding the project.

For Actioning refer to the Council resolution
Recommendation C/6/276/05/15

DISPOSAL 01<' PORTION OF PORTION 40 OF THE FAUM 437 HILLVIEW (SOUTH
CAPE COLLEGE)

Department:

Strategic Services

File Ref:

18/40/437

Demarcation: Ward 5
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Annexure A

STAGE 1: INCEPTION - Thursday, 25 October 2018

SCC BITOU CAMPUS COVERED SEATING AREA, PORTION 40, FARM HILLVIEW 437, PLETTENBERG
B
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Annexure "C"

Kwano Farmers Association
AGRICULTURAL SECONDARY CO-OP

BUSINESS PROPOSAL

KWANO FARMERS ASSOCIATION
13
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KWANO FARMERS ASSOCIATION
BUSINESS ADRESS
6199 Nyakatya Street
Plettenberg Bay EMAIL : sgelembe@yahoo.co
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I
Confidentiality Agreement
The undersigned reader acknowledges that any information provided
by Kwano Farmers Association in this business plan, other than
information that is in the public domain, is confidential in nature, and
that any disclosure or use of same by the reader may cause serious
harm or damage to Kwano Farmers Association. Therefore, the
undersigned agrees not to disclose it without express written
permission from Kwano Farmers Association.
Upon request, the undersigned reader will immediately return this
document to Kwano Farmers Association.

Signature

Kwano Farmers Association

.

Date

c23

/0:2 I;;;_ 0d-,

I

1

This is a business plan. It does not imply an offering of securities.
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Instructions: Executive Summary
Overview
Kwano Farmers Association is a Secondary Agricultural Cooperative,
It is a mother boby or an Ambrella to member cooperatives and it is
formed by 16 Primary agricultural cooperatives in 2020 and register
as a Secondary cooperative in January 2021.
Management of the cooperative
An interim structure of Board of directors had been elected to
manage the affairs of the cooperative the directors shall, subject to
the provision of the act the constitution and exercise the power and
duties of the cooperative.
Member Cooperatives

Primary Cooperative

1.Phumlani Co-op
2.Mamfelamzi Coop
3Siyazama Bo Coop
4.Ukukhula Coop
5.Melumzi coop
6.Umtshini Ozitshintshayo Coop
7. Siyanqoba Coop
8. Siyaqhuba Coop
9.Mbukeni coop
10.. G177 Coop
11. Buyela Kuthi Project Coop
12. Umyezo Gargen Coop
13. Ngqushe coop
14. Siya Hluma Coop
15.lmvubu Coop
16. Masakhane Farming Project Coop
17. lntandane Co-op

Representative

Elvis Thozamile Gongqo
Siphiwo Amos Landu
Sithembiso Micheal Pita
Nceba Mabheshwana
Nyabaza Chumani
Sivumile Erick Tsomo
Ayanda Mgcineni
Mziwethu Elvis Sohopu
Nomthakazelo Mandia
Luka Loyiso
Siphiwo Christopher Flepu
Madoda Philimone Kiwiet
Nxanisile Ngquse
Nobelungu Lydia Cola - Kolisi
Stephen Gelembe
Thabo Ndukwana
Lobese Thembani Alex
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Board of directors
Chairperson:

Stephen Gelembe

Deputy chairperson:

Amos Landu

Secretary:

Nomthakazelo Mandia

Treasurer:

Elvis Gongqo

Description of our Product and Service
We are a mixed farming cooperatives our products are brewing of
pigs, cows, sheeps, goats, chicken and also ploughing vegetables as
well our targeted customers are local and international customers
and working of selling and brewing healthy products for our
customers.
Goals for business: We want to see all our member cooperatives in
Five years to own proper farming institutions and our secondary
cooperative to register as a tertiary cooperative.
Proposed target Market: Our target market are local butcheries and
communities who want to by live stock and fresh vegetables.
Competitors: Our competition our are progressive farmers who got
land and farming equipment to better our farming cooperatives
members we need to have our own farm from the local government
and better our farming conditions.
Management team: Our management team are experienced farmers
who are also owning primary cooperatives the experience that they
are bringing to the board are massively building our cooperative
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Financial outlook
The amount of money that we are proposing for the local
government and agriculture is R800, 000

Products

Number of
products

Pigs

400

Cows

120

Goats

70

Sheeps

60

Chickens

80

Garden

I Hector

Money will be
used for
Food and
medicine
Food and
medicine
Food and
medicine
Food and
medicine
Food and
medicine
Plant, seeds
and fencing
TOTAL

AMOUNT
R250,000.00
RlS0.000.00
Rl00.000.00
Rl00.000.00
Rl00.000.00
Rl00.000.00

RS00.000.00
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Company Description worksheet
Business Name
Company Mission
Statement
Company
Philosophy/
Values
Company Vision

Kwano Farmers Association

It to provide quality products and strive to do better for our member
cooperatives managing directors and the secondarv
Our commitment it is to make the world a better place by applying
advancement in research and technology to agriculture.
It is to unlock the potential of nature and improve the quality of life

1. Our goals is to own a proper farm, land and produce quality products
And also register as a tertiary institution
Goals & Milestones
2. Our Milestone it is to see us in 5 years owning our own farm and

Target Market

Industry/
Competitors

1. Our target market is our community that are surrounding us

1. Industrial farmers

2. Close by slaughterhouses

Legal Structure/

1. Member cooperatives

Ownership
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N/A
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File Ref:
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Annexure “A” – Plan of Existing Picnic Area
Annexure “B” – Undertaking by Land Owners
Annexure “C” – Proposed Site Development Plan
Annexure “D” – Existing public servitudes in River Club

Report from:

Director: Economic Development & Planning

Author:

Director: Economic Development & Planning

Date:

27 April 2021

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
To inform the Council of and to obtain approval for the proposed upgrading of the Piesang River
/ Odland Street picnic area.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Piesang River / Odland Street picnic area is in dire need of upgrading, while the activities of
users of these facilities often have a detrimental impact of the property owners in Beau Rivage. A
property owner in Beau Rivage has offered to upgrade the area at his own costs, but in order for
that to happen it is necessary for a formal Council decision to be obtained.

BACKGROUND /DISCUSSION
The Piesang River picnic and braai area is situated on a portion of Erf 4371, between the Piesang
River estuary and Odlands Street, as shown on the attached Annexure “A”. It is a popular area for
braais and related activities, in particular during weekends and holidays.
With the exception of an ablution facility that was constructed some 5 years ago no upgrading of
the available facilities have been undertaken, and although the area is regularly cleaned it is in
need of a ‘facelift’.
Prior to the erection of the fences (which themselves are hardly attractive) people (both vehicles
and pedestrians) have haphazardly crossed Odlands Street with scant regard for oncoming traffic,
22
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while the reveling activities often have a direct and detrimental impact on residents of Beau Rivage
(situated on the opposite bank of the Piesang River).
Two owners of properties in Beau Rivage (Messrs. R Makin and R Grosskopff) , who have the
full backing of the Beau Rivage Property Owners Association, have offered to upgrade the picnic
and recreational area at their own costs. They have appointed a team of consultants consisting of
legal, engineering and environmental professionals to investigate and further pursue the envisaged
upgrading. A written confirmation in this regard is attached as Annexure “B”.
The preliminary proposed Site Development Plan is attached as Annexure “C”. The most
significant elements of the proposal are the following:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Formal access and parking areas will be created;
There will be a separation between the braai areas and the parked vehicles;
The number of braai areas will remain the same, but they will be located along the western
area of the site while the eastern area will be landscaped;
A boardwalk will be provided along the edge of the Piesang River;
The ablution facility will be enlarged.

An added advantage of the proposal is that the boardwalk could in future be extended along the
banks of the Piesang River past River Club, where there are existing servitudes registered in favour
of the public, as shown on the attached Annexure “D”, to link up with future hiking trails through
Blackwood Forest (between the Longships area and Brackenridge), and to ultimately link up with
an ‘inland’ trail to the Robberg peninsula.
The proposals are preliminary in nature and will be adapted to accommodate the concerns and
requirements of the different internal Departments (as well as any ‘environmental authorizations’
that may be applicable). To this effect a site inspection that was attended by the consultant engineer
and representatives of most of the affected Departments were held on 23 April 2021, and all
confirmed their ‘in principle’ support for the initiative.
However, as it is a private person who wishes to upgrade the area at his cost, and also due to the
‘high visibility’ of the area, it is necessary to obtain a formal Council decision in support of the
proposal. Should the Council accept the recommendation a formal Service Level Agreement will
be entered into with the private person to ensure that the work is undertaken in accordance with
the requirements of the Municipality.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATION
There is no direct financial implication, although it should be noted that substantial works will be
undertaken on municipal land without any costs to the Municipality.

RELEVANT LEGISLATION
National Environmental Management Act, 1998 (NEMA)
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Comments: Director Financial Services
As there is no direct financial implication the formal comment of the CFO was not requested.

Comments: Director Corporate Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

Comments: Director Community Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

Comments: Director Engineering Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

Comments Manager: Legal Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

RECOMMENDED BY THE MUNICIPAL MANAGER
1. That Council notes and accepts the offer of two private property owners in Beau Rivage,
Messrs. R Makin and R Grosskopff, to upgrade the Pieasang River / Odlands Street picnic area
at their own costs, subject to the following conditions:
(a)
(b)

(c)

That the written support of the Beau Rivage Property Owners Association be provided;
That the upgrading occurs broadly in accordance with the Piesang River Amenities
Upgrade Plan dated 16 October 2020, provided that it be further refined to accommodate
the requirements of the Municipality, and provided further that it be accepted that the
upgrading may occur in phases;
That prior to any construction work a formal Service Level Agreement be entered between
the Municipality and the property owner.
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Annexure "B"

Agenda Items

Subject:

Newton van der Mescht <newton@hdrs.law.za>
Monday, April 26, 2021 12:50 PM
Ludolph Gericke
Proposed upgrade of facilities on public place - erf 4371 Plettenerbg Bay

Importance:

High

From:
Sent:

To:

Mr L Gericke
The Director: Strategic Services
Bitou Municipality
Dear Sir
Further to previous correspondence and our discussions of the above I confirm that my instructions are that the
upgrade will be deemed a Community Project. As such it will be a Public Private Partnership between Bitou
Municipality and from the side of the Community, herein represented by Mr Rick Makin and Mr Rob Grosskopff.
I further confirm that the aforesaid Mr Makin and Grosskopff accept that Bitou Municipality do not have a budget
available for the project. As such they will be expected to ensure that the project will be funded by the Community,
as herein represented by themselves. Funding will therefore be done in the same manner than the preparation of
the project documentation to date, without financial assistance from Bitou.
Mr Makin and Grosskopff understand that, should the project be approved by Bitou, then it will be implemented by
way of a Services Level Agreement to be entered into between them and Bitou Municipality.
Kind regards
Newton

NEWTON VAN DER MESCHT
Email: omtton@hdrs Jaw ro
Tel: 044 533 4485
PO Box 405. SVile 27 • Mellvilles ComerCenlre, Docex2 • Ple!tenberg Soy, 6600

HDRS ATTORNEYS INC.

Click here to view disclaimer.

Disclaimer
The Information contained in this communication from the sender ls confidential. It is intended solely for use by the recipient and
others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or
taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.
This email has been scanned for vlruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by M.imecast ltd, an
Innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more useful place for your human generated
data. Specializing in; Security, archiving and compliance. To find out more Click Here.
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Layout Description

Rick Makin/ Rod
Grosskopff

Proposed Piesang
River Amenities
Upgrade

Revisions

Prepared By

Approved By

SvN
16 - 10 - 2020
TP816/4371/10-20

Drg
No.

Public Place
Erf 4371 - Plettenberg Bay

For

Rev

Project

Date

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

New Paved Parking Area.
New 1.5m Timber Boardwalk with Information signs including: River and Walkway Warning
signs, Bird-, Fish-, Plant-, Estuary- and Water Quality information.
Braai Areas with 1.5m Paving Surrounds.
Ablution Block Capacity upgrades.
Press Water Fountains.
Benches
Low Rock Pack walls with No Visible Grout.
2m Seperation Zone with 1.3m high shrubs.
Exposed aggregate concrete refuse bins.
Disability Provisions
Landscaped Braai Area
Landscaped Picnic Area
Informal Overflow Parking

Proj
No.

1.
2.

001
3
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Section 6: Economic Development and Planning
Circulated as Addendum 1

ITEM C/6/138/04/21
SPATIAL DEVELOPMENT
FRAMEWORK: DBSA

FRAMEWORK:

CAPITAL

Directorate:
Portfolio Comm:

Economic Development & Planning
N/A

File Ref:

15/1/4

Report from:

Director: Economic Development & Planning

Author:

Director: Economic Development & Planning

Date:

27 April 2021

EXPENDITURE

Demarcation: Al Wards
Delegation: Council

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
To inform the Council of the legal requirement to prepare a capital expenditure framework as part
of its SDF, of the willingness of the DBSA to provide funding to the Municipality for the
preparation of the capital expenditure framework, and to obtain Council approval to lodge a formal
application in this regard to the DBSA.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
SPLUMA stipulates that the SDF must include a capital expenditure framework. The capital
expenditure framework considers the infrastructure needs over the medium to long term as well as
the financing of those needs and the impact of the required investment in infrastructure on the
financial viability of the Municipality.
It is a new concept, and the DBSA has indicated that they will support an application for funding
assistance to prepare such a capital expenditure framework, provided that the Council takes a
decision in support of such an application.
BACKGROUND /DISCUSSION
Every Municipality is required to prepare a Spatial Development Framework (SDF). The Spatial
and Land Use Management Act, 2013 (SPLUMA) stipulates that the SDF must include a capital
expenditure framework for the development programmes of the Municipality. This is a new (and
largely untested) concept.
A capital expenditure framework can in broad terms be described as a consolidated, high-level
view of the infrastructure investment needs of a Municipality over the long term (10 – 20 years)
that considers not only infrastructure needs but also how these needs can be financed and what
impact the required investment in infrastructure will have on the financial viability of the
Municipality.
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The purpose of the capital expenditure framework is to articulate what municipal investment is
needed where, for what, and at what cost (to inform and guide budget allocation and revenue
generation decisions so that the MTREF (budget) is used as a key tool to implement the SDF (i.e.
plan-led budgeting).
The capital expenditure framework therefore in essence seeks to answer the following questions:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

What infrastructure does the Municipality currently have?
What is the Municipality trying to do with that infrastructure over the next 10 – 20 years?
What are the other spheres of government or other service providers planning to do with
infrastructure in the municipal area?
Where does the Municipality need infrastructure?
How much infrastructure does the Municipality need and of what type?
How much will it cost/
What impact will it have on the financial viability going forward?
How much will the Municipality pay for the infrastructure required?

The planning process envisaged by SPLUMA is diagrammatically shown below.

The Development Bank of South Africa (DBSA) has confirmed its willingness to consider an
application for funding to complete the SDF with the required capital expenditure framework,
provided that the Council formally resolves that such an application be made.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATION
If the application is approved the funding will be provided by the DBSA.
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RELEVANT LEGISLATION
Spatial and Land Use Management Act, 2013 (SPLUMA)

Comments: Director Financial Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

Comments: Director Corporate Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

Comments: Director Community Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

Comments: Director Engineering Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

Comments Manager: Legal Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

RECOMMENDED BY THE MUNICIPAL MANAGER
1.

That the Council notes that it is a requirement of the Spatial and Land Use Management Act,
2013 (SPLUMA) that a Capital Expenditure Framework be prepared as part of the Spatial
Development Framework.

2.

That a formal application be made to the Development Bank of South Africa to provide
funding for the completion of the Spatial Development Framework, inclusive of a Capital
Expenditure Framework.
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ITEM C/6/139/04/21

Circulated as Addendum 1

ERF 412, KEURBOOMSTRAND: PROPOSED RETAINING WALL ON
MUNICIPAL LAND
Directorate:

Economic Development & Planning

Demarcation: Ward 1

Portfolio Comm:

N/A

Delegation: Council

File Ref:

18/412/KB

Attachments:

Annexure “A” – Locality Plan
Annexure “B” – Proposed rock revetment
Annexure “C” – Environmental authorization

Report from:

Director: Economic Development & Planning

Author:

Director: Economic Development & Planning

Date:

27 April 2021

PURPOSE OF THE REPORT
To inform the Council of the need for and to obtain approval for the proposed construction of a
rock revetment on Erf 412, Keurboomstrand.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Erf 412 is a Public Open Space between ‘The Waves’ development and the beach. Due to erosion
it is necessary for a rock retaining structure to be erected to protect the properties at ‘The Waves’
and the Provincial Road. ‘The Waves’ Home Owner’s Association will fund the construction and
has obtained the required environmental authorization. As Erf 412 is municipal property a formal
Council resolution is required to allow the construction of the rock revetment.

BACKGROUND /DISCUSSION
Erf 412, Keurboomstrand is a Public Open Space between ‘The Waves’ development and the
beach, as shown on the Locality Plan attached as Annexure “A”.
Erf 412 property is effectively a primary dune that has eroded over time to the extent that it is
necessary for a rock revetment to be constructed to protect both the houses forming part of ‘The
Waves’ as well as the culvert below the (Provincial) Keurboomstrand Road. A plan of the retaining
structure is attached as Annexure “B”.
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The work will be undertaken at the cost of ‘The Waves’ Home Owner’s Association, who has
already obtained the required environmental authorization from the Department of Environmental
Affairs & Development Planning (see the attached Annexure “C”).
As the proposed rock revetment will be constructed on municipal land it is necessary for a formal
Council decision in support of the proposal to be obtained.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATION
There is no direct financial implication.

RELEVANT LEGISLATION
National Environmental Management Act, 1998 (NEMA)
Asset Transfer Regulations, 2008
Property Encroachment Policy

Comments: Director Financial Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

Comments: Director Corporate Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

Comments: Director Community Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

Comments: Director Engineering Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.
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Comments Manager: Legal Services
The recommendation of the Municipal Manager is supported.

RECOMMENDED BY THE MUNICIPAL MANAGER
1. That approval be granted for the construction of a rock revetment on Erf 412, Keurboomstrand
broadly in accordance with the Proposed Sand Fences and Sleeping Revetment Plan dated 28
January 2021, subject to the following conditions:
(a)
(b)
(c)

That it be recorded that this approval does not impose any financial obligations on the
Municipality;
That the conditions stipulated in the environmental authorization dated 1 October 2020 be
complied with;
That the ongoing maintenance of the rock revetment be the responsibility of ‘The Waves’
Home Owner’s Association in perpetuity.
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Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning
Development Management (Region 3)
DEADPEIAAdmin.George@westerncape.gov.za
Jessica.Christie@westerncape.gov.za
Tel: +27 44 805 8600
Private Bag X6509, George, 6530
3rd Floor, Rentzburghof Building, 42 Courtenay Street, George

EIA REFERENCE NUMBER:
NEAS REFERENCE:
ENQUIRIES:
DATE OF ISSUE:

16/3/3/1/D1/13/0029/19
WCP/EIA/0000723/2020
Ms Jessica Christie
01 OCTOBER 2020

ENVIRONMENTAL AUTHORISATION
APPLICATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL AUTHORISATION IN TERMS OF THE NATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT ACT, 1998 (ACT 107 OF 1998) AND THE ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT ASSESSMENT REGULATIONS, 2014: PROPOSED THE WAVES COMPLEX: COASTAL
DUNE REHABILITATION AND STABILISATION ON ERVEN 409, 41. 411 AND 412,
KEURBOOMSTRAND, PLETTENBERG BAY
With reference to your application for the abovementioned, find below the outcome with respect to
this application.
DECISION
By virtue of the powers conferred on it by the National Environmental Management Act, 1998 (Act No.
107 of 1998) (“NEMA”) and the Environmental Impact Assessment (“EIA”) Regulations, 2014, the
Competent Authority herewith grants Environmental Authorisation to the applicant to undertake the listed
activities specified in section B below with respect to the Preferred Alternative, described in the Final Basic
Assessment Report (“FBAR”), dated 13 March 2020 as prepared and submitted by HilLand Environmental,
the appointed environmental assessment practitioner (“EAP”).
The applicant for this Environmental Authorisation is required to comply with the conditions set out in
section E below.
A.

DETAILS OF THE APPLICANT FOR THIS ENVIRONMENTAL AUTHORISATION
The Chairman
THE WAVES COMPLEX: HOMEOWNERS’ ASSOCIATION
℅ Ms. Aneen van Rooyen
P.O. Box 1303
PLETTENBERG BAY
6600

Tel:
E-mail:

044 533 2700
aneen@seavalley.co.za

The abovementioned applicant is the holder of this Environmental Authorisation (hereinafter referred
to as “the Holder”).

1
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B.

LIST OF ACTIVITIES AUTHORISED

Listed Activities

Activity/Project Description

Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations Listing Notice 1 of 2014,
Government Notice No. 983 of 4 December 2014
Activity Number: 12
Activity Description:
The development of—
(i) dams or weirs, where the dam or weir, including infrastructure and
water surface area, exceeds 100 square metres; or
(ii) infrastructure or structures with a physical footprint of 100 square
metres or more;
where such development occurs—
(a) within a watercourse;
(b) in front of a development setback; or
(c) if no development setback exists, within 32 metres of a watercourse,
measured from the edge of a watercourse; —
excluding—
(aa) the development of infrastructure or structures within existing ports
or harbours that will not increase the development footprint of the
port or harbour;
(bb) where such development activities are related to the
development of a port or harbour, in which case activity 26 in
Listing Notice 2 of 2014 applies;

The proposed construction and
development of the proposed
sleeping
revetment
erosion
protection measure will be
located on Erf 412 (Public Open
Space) and rehabilitation will be
done up to and within Erven 409,
410, 411 and 412 which will be
within 32m of the non-perennial
stream discharge flow on the
beach.

(cc) activities listed in activity 14 in Listing Notice 2 of 2014 or activity 14
in Listing Notice 3 of 2014, in which case that activity applies;
(dd) where such development occurs within an urban area;
(ee) where such development occurs within existing roads, road
reserves or railway line reserves; or
(ff)

the development of temporary infrastructure or structures where
such infrastructure or structures will be removed within 6 weeks of
the commencement of development and where indigenous
vegetation will not be cleared.

Activity Number: 17
Activity Description:
Development—
(i)
in the sea;
(ii)
in an estuary;
(iii)
within the littoral active zone;
(iv)
in front of a development setback; or
(v)
if no development setback exists, within a distance of 100
metres inland of the high-water mark of the sea or an estuary,
whichever is the greater;
in respect of—
(a)
fixed or floating jetties and slipways;
(b)
tidal pools;
(c)
embankments;
(d)
rock revetments or stabilising structures including stabilising
walls; or
(e)
infrastructure or structures with a development footprint of 50
square metres or more —
but excluding—

2

The
construction
and
development of the proposed
sleeping revetment and erosion
protection works will be located
on Erf 412, Keurboomstrand. Erf
412 is located inland of the mean
high-water mark (confirmed June
2019), and 100 metres inland of
the high-water mark.

www.westerncape.gov.za
Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning
(DEA&DP Ref. 16/3/3/1/D1/13/0029/19)
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(aa)

(bb)

(cc)

(dd)

the development of infrastructure and structures within existing
ports or harbours that will not increase the development
footprint of the port or harbour;
where such development is related to the development of a
port or harbour, in which case activity 26 in Listing Notice 2 of
2014 applies;
the development of temporary infrastructure or structures
where such structures will be removed within 6 weeks of the
commencement of development and where coral or
indigenous vegetation will not be cleared; or
where such development occurs within an urban area.

Activity Number: 18
Activity Description:
The planting of vegetation or placing of any material on dunes or
exposed sand surfaces of more than 10 square metres, within the littoral
active zone, for the purpose of preventing the free movement of sand,
erosion or accretion, excluding where —
(i)
the planting of vegetation or placement of material relates to
restoration and maintenance of indigenous coastal
vegetation undertaken in accordance with a maintenance
management plan; or
(ii)
such planting of vegetation or placing of material will occur
behind a development setback.

The intended purpose is to
maintain the dune vegetation
and its protective nature through
rehabilitation of the primary dune
(Cape Sea Shore Vegetation).
A holistic approach is to be taken
in regard to the erosion
protection measures that are to
be
implemented.
Dune
rehabilitation and sand fencing
are to be implemented as part of
the
protection
works
and
continued maintenance of the
beachfront on Erf 412 situated in
front of The Waves Complex.

Activity Number: 19A
Activity Description:
The infilling or depositing of any material of more than 5 cubic metres
into, or the dredging, excavation, removal or moving of soil, sand, shells,
shell grit, pebbles or rock of more than 5 cubic metres from—
(i)
the seashore;
(ii)
the littoral active zone, an estuary or a distance of 100 metres
inland of the high-water mark of the sea or an estuary,
whichever distance is the greater; or
(iii)
the sea; —
but excluding where such infilling, depositing, dredging, excavation,
removal or moving—
(a)
will occur behind a development setback;
(b)
is for maintenance purposes undertaken in accordance with a
maintenance management plan;
(c)
falls within the ambit of activity 21 in this Notice, in which case
that activity applies;
(d)
occurs within existing ports or harbours that will not increase the
development footprint of the port or harbour; or
(e)
where such development is related to the development of a
port or harbour, in which case activity 26 in Listing Notice 2 of
2014 applies.

3

The
development
of
the
proposed sleeping revetment on
Erf 412 will entail the excavation
of the sand located within the
footprint, placing the excavated
sand on the beach for temporary
storage and placing of the sand
back on top of the revetment
once
the
construction
is
completed. The sand will cover
the structure to the crest of the
structure
(approximately
5.5
AMSL), which will require approx.
130 cubic metres of sand.

www.westerncape.gov.za
Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning
(DEA&DP Ref. 16/3/3/1/D1/13/0029/19)
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Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations Listing Notice 3 of 2014,
Government Notice No. 985 of 4 December 2014
Activity Number: 12
Activity Description:
The clearance of an area of 300 square metres or more of indigenous
vegetation except where such clearance of indigenous vegetation is
required for maintenance purposes undertaken in accordance with a
maintenance management plan
i. Western Cape
i.

Within any critically endangered or endangered ecosystem
listed in terms of section 52 of the NEMBA or prior to the
publication of such a list, within an area that has been
identified as critically endangered in the National Spatial
Biodiversity Assessment 2004;

ii.

Within critical biodiversity areas identified in bioregional plans;

iii.

Within the littoral active zone or 100 metres inland from high
water mark of the sea or an estuarine functional zone,
whichever distance is the greater, excluding where such
removal will occur behind the development setback line on
erven in urban areas;

iv.

On land, where, at the time of the coming into effect of this
Notice or thereafter such land was zoned open space,
conservation or had an equivalent zoning; or

v.

On land designated for protection or conservation purposes in
an Environmental Management Framework adopted in the
prescribed manner, or a Spatial Development Framework
adopted by the MEC or Minister.

The
construction
and
development
of
proposed
sleeping
revetment
erosion
protection works will require the
removal and clearance of some
remaining
Cape
Seashore
Vegetation of more than 300
square metres. This vegetation
will be rescued and used during
the rehabilitation process.

Activity Number: 14
Activity Description:
The development of—
(i)
(ii)

dams or weirs, where the dam or weir, including infrastructure
and water surface area exceeds 10 square metres; or
infrastructure or structures with a physical footprint of 10 square
metres or more;

where such development occurs—
(a)
within a watercourse;
(b)
in front of a development setback; or
(c)
if no development setback has been adopted, within 32 metres
of a watercourse, measured from the edge of a watercourse;

The construction and installation
of proposed sleeping revetment
erosion protection work within will
occur within Erf 412 located
within 32 metres of a nonperennial river.

excluding the development of infrastructure or structures within existing
ports or harbours that will not increase the development footprint of the
port or harbour.

The abovementioned list is hereinafter referred to as “the listed activities”.
The Holder is herein authorised to undertake the following alternative that includes the listed activities
as it relates to the development and development footprint area:
The proposed activity is to construct a sleeping rock revetment and the re-establishing of the primary
dune that has eroded in front of The Waves Complex within Erf 412.
Beach sand within the footprint area is to be excavated and stockpiled in a berm along the southern
demarcated and fenced on the property boundary of Erf 412. The revetment will be lined with
Geotextile material, followed by a layer of 5-50 kg sized rocks. This layer is followed by subsequent
4
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layers of larger sized rocks of between 500 kg and 1500 kg to complete the required slope and levels.
The excavated dune sand is to be replaced over the revetment on completion of the structure and
the material (west of the rock revetment) is to be stabilised through the use of sand fencing and the
planting of indigenous vegetation that has been rescued on the rock revetment and in-between the
sand fences. Rehabilitation will be done up to and within Erven 409, 410, 411 and 412 and
maintenance and planting of indigenous vegetation of the beachfront on Erf 412 which situated in
front of The Waves Complex will be undertaken.
Access to the site will be gained approximately 25 metres east of the culvert beneath the Divisional
Main Road No. 394. The temporary access will be stabilised with grass blocks to ensure that no erosion
occurs.

C.

SITE DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION
The Waves Complex is situated along the Divisional Main Road No. 394 (MR394) in Keurboomstrand
and is approximately 3.5 kilometres from the N2 highway in Plettenberg Bay. Erven 409, 410 and 411
are residential erven which form part of the complex, whereas Erf 412 is a public open space situated
between the residential erven and the high-watermark of the sea.
Coordinates of the proposed development and development footprint site:
Position:

Latitude (South)

Longitude (East)

Centre point of complex

34°

0’

19.28"

23°

26’

52.92"

Start

34°

0’

17.79"

23°

26’

57.60"

Middle

34°

0’

19.40"

23°

26’

55.96"

End

34°

0’

20.23"

23°

26’

54.52"

SG digit codes:

Erf 412, Keurboomstrand:
Erf 411, Keurboomstrand:
Erf 410, Keurboomstrand:
Erf 409, Keurboomstrand:

C03900040000041200000
C03900040000041100000
C03900040000041000000
C03900040000040900000

Refer to Annexure 1: Locality Plan and Annexure 2: Site Development Plan of this Environmental
Authorisation.
The above is hereinafter referred to as “the site”.
D.

DETAILS OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT PRACTITIONER (EAP)
HILLAND ENVIRONMENTAL
℅ Ms. Cathy Avierinos
P.O. Box 590
GEORGE
6530
Tel:
Fax:
E-mail:
Website:

5
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E.

CONDITIONS OF AUTHORISATION

Scope and Validity Period of authorisation
1. This Environmental Authorisation is granted for the period from date of issue until 30 September 2030:
1.

The non-operational component of the Environmental Authorisation is subject to the following:
2.1 The holder must commence with the listed activity and conclude the development activity
(construction phase) by 30 September 2023. The revetment and dune rehabilitation must be
completed by said date; and
2.2 The holder must finalise the post construction rehabilitation and monitoring requirements
within a period of 6-months from the date the development activity (construction phase) is
concluded.

2.

The operational component of this Environmental Authorisation is granted until
30 September 2030 and during which period maintenance to the revetment and rehabilitation
of the dune and monitoring requirements and final environmental auditing and reporting must
be finalised.
Note: The post-construction rehabilitation and monitoring requirements should be completed at
least six (6) months prior to expiry of the validity period of an environmental authorisation to ensure
the Holder is able to comply with the environmental auditing requirements in time.

Failing which, this Environmental Authorisation shall lapse, unless the environmental authorisation is
amended in accordance with the relevant process contemplated in the Environmental Impact
Assessment Regulations promulgated under the National Environmental Management Act, 1998 (Act
no. 107 of 1998).
2. The Holder is authorised to undertake the listed activities specified in Section B above in accordance
with the Preferred Alternative described in the FBAR dated 13 March 2020 on the site as described in
Section C above.
This Environmental Authorisation is only for the implementation of the Preferred Alternative for the site
which entails:
The proposed activity is to construct a sleeping rock revetment and the re-establishing of the primary
dune that has eroded in front of The Waves Complex within Erf 412.
Beach sand within the footprint area is to be excavated and stockpiled in a berm along the southern
demarcated and fenced on the property boundary of Erf 412. The revetment will be lined with
Geotextile material, followed by a layer of 5-50 kg sized rocks. This layer is followed by subsequent
layers of larger sized rocks of between 500 kg and 1500 kg to complete the required slope and levels.
The excavated dune sand is to be replaced over the revetment on completion of the structure and
the material (west of the rock revetment) is to be stabilised through the use of sand fencing and the
planting of indigenous vegetation that has been rescued on the rock revetment and in-between the
sand fences. Rehabilitation will be done up to and within Erven 409, 410, 411 and 412 and
maintenance and planting of indigenous vegetation of the beachfront on Erf 412 which situated in
front of The Waves Complex will be undertaken.
6
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Access to the site will be gained from approximately 25 metres east of the culvert beneath the
Divisional Main Road No. 394 (MR394). The temporary access will be stabilised with grass blocks to
ensure that no erosion occurs.
This layout alternative will be implemented in accordance to the Site Development Plans developed
by Dave Visser Consulting Engineer (Plans no. N09/107-02 and N09/107-03), dated 31 July 2019 as
depicted in Annexure 2 of this Environmental Authorisation.
3. This Environmental Authorisation may only be implemented in accordance with an approved
Environmental Management Programme (“EMPr”).
4. The Holder shall be responsible for ensuring compliance with the conditions by any person acting on
his/her behalf, including an agent, sub-contractor, employee or any person rendering a service to the
Holder.
5. Any changes to, or deviations from the scope of the alternative described in section B above must
be accepted or approved, in writing, by the Competent Authority before such changes or deviations
may be implemented. In assessing whether to grant such acceptance/approval or not, the
Competent Authority may request information in order to evaluate the significance and impacts of
such changes or deviations, and it may be necessary for the Holder to apply for further authorisation
in terms of the applicable legislation.
Notification and administration of appeal
6. The Holder must in writing, within 14 (fourteen) calendar days of the date of this decision–
6.1. notify all registered Interested and Affected Parties (“I&APs”) of –
6.1.1. the decision reached on the application;
6.1.2. the reasons for the decision as included in Annexure 3;
6.1.3. the date of the decision; and
6.1.4. the date when the decision was issued.
6.2. draw the attention of all registered I&APs to the fact that an appeal may be lodged against
the decision in terms of the National Appeal Regulations, 2014 (as amended) detailed in
Section G below;
6.3. draw the attention of all registered I&APs to the manner in which they may access the decision;
6.4. provide the registered I&APs with the:
6.4.1. name of the Holder (entity) of this Environmental Authorisation,
6.4.2. name of the responsible person for this Environmental Authorisation,
6.4.3. postal address of the Holder,
6.4.4. telephonic and fax details of the Holder,
6.4.5. e-mail address, if any, of the Holder,
6.4.6. contact details (postal and/or physical address, contact number, facsimile and e-mail
address) of the decision-maker and all registered I&APs in the event that an appeal is
lodged in terms of the 2014 National Appeals Regulations (as amended).
6.5. The listed activities, including site preparation, must not commence within 20 (twenty)
calendar days from the date the applicant notified the registered I&APs of this decision.
6.6. In the event that an appeal is lodged with the Appeal Authority, the effect of this
Environmental Authorisation is suspended until the appeal is decided i.e. the listed activities,
including site preparation, must not commence until the appeal is decided.
7
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Written notice to the Competent Authority
7. Seven calendar days’ notice, in writing, must be given to the Competent Authority before
commencement of any activities.
7.1. The notice must make clear reference to the site details and EIA Reference number given above.
7.2. The notice must also include proof of compliance with the following conditions described herein:
Conditions no.: 6, 9 and 11.
7.3. Seven calendar days’ notice, in writing, must be given to the Competent Authority on the
commencement of any maintenance activities of the sleeping revetment during the period that
the environmental authorisation is valid.
8. Seven calendar days’ written notice must be given to the Competent Authority on completion of the
construction activities.
Management of activity
9. The draft or Environmental Management Programme (“EMPr”) submitted as part of the application
for Environmental Authorisation must be amended and submitted for approval, subject to the
following requirements:
9.1. The EMPr must be amended to incorporate the following —
9.1.1. Environmental Control Officer compliance reports must be submitted monthly to this
Directorate.
9.1.2. Incorporate all the conditions contained in this Environmental Authorisation;
9.2. A monitoring programme must be included to determine the effectiveness of the proposed
development. This programme must identify suitable measures to be put in place to rectify
potential negative impacts on Erf 412 and the coast abutting Erf 412.
Where possible, the monitoring programme should be designed to monitor possible impacts
further along the coast as a result of the development and recommend suitable measures to
be put in place to rectify potential negative impacts along the coast.
9.3. The amended EMPr must be submitted to the Competent Authority and be approved, prior to
the construction activities commencing on site.
Note: The revised EMPr should be submitted to the Competent Authority at least 90-days prior to
the construction activities commencing on site to ensure the competent authority is able to
process / review the revised EMPr prior to the intended date of commencement.
10. The EMPr must be included in all contract documentation for all phases of implementation.
Monitoring
11. The Holder must appoint a suitably experienced Environmental Control Officer (“ECO”), for the
duration of the construction and rehabilitation phases of implementation contained herein.
12. The ECO must–
12.1. be appointed prior to commencement of any works (i.e. removal and movement of soil;
12.2. ensure compliance with the EMPr and the conditions contained herein;

8
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12.3. keep record of all activities on the site; problems identified; transgressions noted and a task
schedule of tasks undertaken by the ECO;
12.4. remain employed until all development activities are concluded, and the post construction
rehabilitation and monitoring requirements are finalised.
13. A copy of the Environmental Authorisation, EMPr, any independent assessments of financial provision
for rehabilitation and environmental liability, closure plans, audit reports and compliance monitoring
reports must be kept at the site of the authorised activities and be made available to anyone on
request, and where the Holder has website, such documents must be made available on such publicly
accessible website.
14. Access to the site referred to in Section C must be granted, and the environmental reports mentioned
above must be produced, to any authorised official representing the Competent Authority who
requests to see it for the purposes of assessing and/or monitoring compliance with the conditions
contained herein.
Auditing
15. The Holder must, for the period during which the environmental authorisation and EMPr remain valid
ensure the compliance with the conditions of the environmental authorisation and the EMPr, is
audited;
3. The frequency of auditing of compliance with the conditions of the environmental authorisation and
of compliance with the EMPr, must adhere to the following programme:
15.1. during the construction phase, the holder must undertake annual environmental audit(s)
and submit these Environmental Audit Report(s) to the Competent Authority.
15.2. a final construction phase Environmental Audit Report must be submitted to the Competent
Authority within three (3) months of completion of construction;
15.3. during the operation phase, the holder must undertake environmental audits biennially (twoyearly) and submit these Environmental Audit Report(s) to the Competent Authority.
Note: The final auditing requirements should be completed at least three months prior to expiry
of the validity period of the environmental authorisation to ensure the Holder is able to comply
with all the environmental auditing and reporting requirements and for the competent authority
to be able to process it timeously.
16. The Environmental Audit Report(s), must –
16.1. be prepared and submitted to the Competent Authority, by an independent person with the
relevant environmental auditing expertise. Such person may not be the ECO or EAP who
conducted the EIA process;
16.2. provide verifiable findings, in a structured and systematic manner, on–
16.2.1.
16.2.2.

the level of compliance with the conditions of the environmental authorisation and
the EMPr and whether this is sufficient or not; and
the ability of the measures contained in the EMPr to sufficiently provide for the
avoidance, management and mitigation of environmental impacts associated with
the undertaking of the activity.

16.3. identify and assess any new impacts and risks as a result of undertaking the activity;

9
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16.4. evaluate the effectiveness of the EMPr;
16.5. identify shortcomings in the EMPr;
16.6. identify the need for any changes to the avoidance, management and mitigation measures
provided for in the EMPr;
16.7. indicate the date on which the construction work was commenced with and completed or in
the case where the development is incomplete, the progress of the development and
rehabilitation;
16.8. indicate the date on which the maintenance/rehabiltation was commenced with and the
progress of the rehabilitation;
16.9. include a photographic record of the site applicable to the audit; and
16.10. be informed by the ECO reports.
17. The Holder must, within 7 calendar days of the submission of the audit report to the Competent
Authority, notify all potential and registered I&APs of the submission and make the report available to
anyone on request and on a publicly accessible website (if applicable).
Specific Conditions
18. The No-Go areas must be physically and clearly demarcated prior to any earthworks commencing.
This area may not be used to store any materials. All construction related activities such as materials
storage and site camp establishment must occur within an identified area approved by the ECO.
19. The revetment’s design may not include access points to the seashore and no structures, including
stairs and boardwalks, may be constructed across the revetment structure to provide access to the
seashore, unless authorised by the competent authority.
Note: Access to the beach from The Waves Complex, should be promoted in the areas provided for
on the layout plan of the development, namely between Erf 405 and Erf 406 as well as between
Erf 776 and Erf 409.
20. Any structures which are situated wholly or partially on Erf 412 which must be wholly or partially be
removed to undertake the authorised activities, may only be reconstructed once proof that such
structures were lawfully constructed, has been submitted and accepted by the relevant competent
authority.
21. Prior to the listed activities commencing on site, the Holder must submit a copy of the contractual
agreement with the Bitou Municipality regarding the responsibility of the future maintenance
requirements of the revetment and activities on the Public Place (i.e. Erf 412, Keurboomstrand).
Whereas, if the Bitou Municipality does not require to enter into such an agreement, the Holder must
obtain the written confirmation from Bitou Municipality and submit such document to the
Competent Authority prior to commencing with the activities on site.
22. Should any heritage remains be exposed during excavations or any other actions on the site, these
must immediately be reported to the Provincial Heritage Resources Authority of the Western Cape,
Heritage Western Cape. Heritage remains uncovered or disturbed during earthworks must not be
further disturbed until the necessary approval has been obtained from Heritage Western Cape.
Heritage remains may only be disturbed by a suitably qualified heritage specialist working under a
directive from the relevant Heritage Resources Authority.
10
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Heritage remains include: meteorites, archaeological and/or paleontological remains (including fossil
shells and trace fossils); coins; indigenous and/or colonial ceramics; any articles of value or antiquity;
marine shell heaps; stone artefacts and bone remains; structures and other built features with heritage
significance; rock art and rock engravings; shipwrecks; and/or graves or unmarked human burials
including grave goods and/or associated burial material.
F.

GENERAL MATTERS

1. Notwithstanding this Environmental Authorisation, the Holder must comply with any other statutory
requirements that may be applicable when undertaking the listed activities.
Amendment of Environmental Authorisation and EMPr
2. If the Holder does not start with all listed activities and exceed the threshold of each listed activity
within the period referred to in Section G, this Environmental Authorisation shall lapse for that activity,
and a new application for Environmental Authorisation must be submitted to the relevant Competent
Authority.
If the Holder wishes to extend a validity period specified in the Environmental Authorisation, an
application for amendment in this regard must be made to the relevant Competent Authority prior to
the expiry date of such a period.
Note:
(a) Failure to lodge an application for amendment prior to the expiry of the validity period of the
Environmental Authorisation will result in the lapsing of the Environmental Authorisation.
(b) It is an offence in terms of Section 49A(1)(a) of NEMA for a person to commence with a listed
activity if the competent authority has not granted an Environmental Authorisation for the
undertaking of the activity.
3. The Holder is required to notify the Competent Authority where any detail with respect to the
Environmental Authorisation must be amended, added, substituted, corrected, removed or updated.
In assessing whether to amend or correct the EA, the Competent Authority may request information
to evaluate the significance and impacts of such changes or deviations, and it may be necessary for
the Holder to apply for further authorisation in terms of the applicable legislation.
The onus is on the Holder to verify whether such changes to the environmental authorisation must be
approved in writing by the relevant competent authority prior to the implementation thereof.
Note: An environmental authorisation may be amended or replaced without following a procedural
requirement contained in the Regulations if the purpose is to correct an error and the correction does
not change the rights and duties of any person materially
4. The manner and frequency for updating the EMPr is as follows:
(a) Any further amendments to the EMPr, other than those mentioned above, must be approved in
writing by the relevant competent authority.
(b) An application for amendment to the EMPr must be submitted to the Competent Authority if any
amendments are to be made to the impact management outcomes of the EMPr. Such
amendment(s) may only be implemented once the amended EMPr has been approved by the
competent authority.
The onus is however on the Holder to confirm the legislative process requirements for the above
scenarios at that time.
11
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5. Where an amendment to the impact management outcomes of an EMPr is required before an
environmental audit is required in terms of the environmental authorisation, an EMPr may be amended
on application by the Holder of the environmental authorisation.
Compliance with Environmental Authorisation and EMPr
6. Non-compliance with a condition of this environmental authorisation or EMPr is an offence in terms of
Section 49A(1)(c) of the National Environmental Management Act, 1998 (Act no. 107 of 1998, as
amended).
7. This Environmental Authorisation is granted for a set period from date of issue, during which period all
the listed activities must be commenced with and concluded, including the post-construction
rehabilitation; monitoring requirements and environmental auditing requirements which must be
concluded.
The validity period and conditions of the environmental authorisation has been structured to promote
the effective administration of the environmental authorisation and guidance has been provided to
ensure the compliance thereof within the validity period, for example:
❖ Failure to submit the revised EMPr to the Competent Authority at least 90-days prior to the
construction activities commencing on site, may result in the competent authority not being
able to process / review the revised EMPr prior to the intended date of commencement.
❖ Failure to complete the post construction rehabilitation and monitoring requirements at least
six months prior to expiry of the relevant validity period of the environmental authorisation may
result in the Holder not being able to comply with the environmental auditing requirements in
time.
❖ Failure to complete the final auditing requirements at least three months prior to expiry of the
validity period of the environmental authorisation may result in the Holder not being able to
comply with all the environmental auditing and reporting requirements and may result in the
competent authority not being able to process the audit timeously.
8. This Environmental Authorisation is subject to compliance with all the peremptory conditions (i.e. 6, 7,
9 and 11). Failure to comply with all the peremptory conditions prior to the physical implementation
of the activities (including site preparation) will render the entire EA null and void. Such physical
activities shall be regarded to fall outside the scope of the Environmental Authorisation and shall be
viewed as an offence in terms of Section 49A(1)(a) of NEMA.
9. In the event that the Environmental Authorisation should lapse, it is an offence in terms of Section
49A(1)(a) of NEMA for a person to commence with a listed activity, unless the competent authority
has granted an Environmental Authorisation for the undertaking of the activity.
10. Offences in terms of the NEMA and the Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations, 2014, will
render the offender liable for criminal prosecution.
G.

APPEALS
1.
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1.1.
1.2.
1.3.

Submit an appeal in accordance with Regulation 4 of the National Appeal Regulations
2014 (as amended) to the Appeal Administrator; and
Submit a copy of the appeal to any registered I&APs including any Organ of State with
interest in the matter; and
Submit a copy of the appeal to the decision-maker (i.e. the Competent Authority that
issued the decision) at:
Gavin.Benjamin@westerncape.gov.za and copied to
DEADPEIAadmin.George@westerncape.gov.za

2.

An appellant (if NOT the holder of the decision) must, within 20 (twenty) calendar days from
the date the holder of the decision sent notification of the decision to the registered I&APs–
2.1. Submit an appeal in accordance with Regulation 4 of the National Appeal Regulations
2014 (as amended) to the Appeal Administrator; and
2.2 Submit a copy of the appeal to the holder of the decision and any registered I&AP
including any Organ of State with an interest in the matter; and
2.3 Submit a copy of the appeal to the decision-maker (i.e. the Competent Authority that
issued the decision) at:
Gavin.Benjamin@westerncape.gov.za and copied to
DEADPEIAadmin.George@westerncape.gov.za

3.

The holder of the decision (if not the appellant), the decision-maker that issued the decision,
the registered I&AP and the Organ of State must submit their responding statements, if any,
to the appeal authority and the appellant within 20 (twenty) calendar days from the date of
receipt of the appeal submission.

4.

The appeal and the responding statement must be submitted to the Appeal Administrator at
the address listed below:
By post:

Western Cape Ministry of Local Government, Environmental Affairs and
Development Planning
Private Bag X9186
CAPE TOWN
8000

By facsimile:

(021) 483 4174; or

By hand:

Appeal Administrator
Attention: Mr Marius Venter (Tel: 021 483 3721)
Room 809
8th Floor Utilitas Building, 1 Dorp Street, Cape Town, 8001

Note: For purposes of electronic database management, you are also requested to submit
electronic copies (Microsoft Word format) of the appeal, responding statement and any
supporting documents to the Appeal Authority to the address listed above and/ or via e-mail to
DEADP.Appeals@westerncape.gov.za.
5.
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A prescribed appeal form as well as assistance regarding the appeal processes is obtainable
from
the
Appeal
Administrator
at:
Tel.
(021)
483
3721,
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H.

DISCLAIMER
The Western Cape Government, the Local Authority, committees or any other public authority or
organisation appointed in terms of the conditions of this Environmental Authorisation shall not be
responsible for any damages or losses suffered by the Holder, developer or his/her successor in any
instance where construction or operation subsequent to construction is temporarily or permanently
stopped for reasons of non-compliance with the conditions as set out herein or any other subsequent
document or legal action emanating from this decision.

Your interest in the future of our environment is appreciated.

Yours faithfully

______________________
MR. GAVIN BENJAMIN
DIRECTOR: DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT (REGION3)
WCG: DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS AND DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
DATE OF DECISION: 28 SEPTEMBER 2020

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY:

EIA REFERENCE NUMBER:
NEAS REFERENCE:
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ANNEXURE 1: LOCALITY MAP
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ANNEXURE 2: SITE DEVELOPMENT PLANS
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ANNEXURE 3: REASONS FOR THE DECISION
In reaching its decision, the Competent Authority considered, inter alia, the following:
a)

The information contained in the Application Form received on 29 November 2019, the Final Basic
Assessment Report (FBAR) and EMPr submitted together with the FBAR on 13 March 2020;

b)

Relevant information contained in the Departmental information base, including the Guidelines on
Public Participation, Alternatives (dated March 2013);

c)

The objectives and requirements of relevant legislation, policies and guidelines, including section 2
of the National Environmental Management Act, 1998 (Act No. 107 of 1998);

d)

The comments received from I&APs and responses to these, included in the FBAR dated 13 March
2020;

e)

The balancing of negative and positive impacts and proposed mitigation measures; and

f)

Appropriate information was made available in the report to understand the environmental and spatial
context and the case officer is familiar with the area.

All information presented to the Competent Authority was taken into account in the consideration of the
application for Environmental Authorisation. A summary of the issues that were considered to be the most
significant for the decision is set out below.
1.

Legislated Requirements
Activity 15 of Listing Notice 1 was not authorised as the structure will not be constructed within Coastal
Public Property and inland of the high-water mark (‘HWM’) of the sea.

2.

Public Participation
A sufficient public participation process was undertaken, and the applicant has satisfied the
minimum requirements as prescribed in the EIA Regulation 2014 for public involvement. The public
participation process included:
•
identification of and engagement with interested and affected parties (I&APs) including organs
of state which have jurisdiction in respect of the activity to which the application relates;
•
fixing a notice board at the site and at the site since November 2019;
•
giving written notice to the owners and occupiers of land adjacent to the site and any
alternative site where the listed activities are to be undertaken, the municipality and ward
councillor, and the various organs of state having jurisdiction in respect of any aspect of the listed
activities on 29 January 2020;
•
the placing of a newspaper advertisement in the ‘Knysna-Plett Herald’ in 29 January 2020; and
•
making the draft Basic Assessment Report available to I&APs for public review from 30 January
2020 until 2 March 2020.
The following Organs of State provided comment on the proposal:
❖ Department of Environmental, Forestry and Fisheries: Oceans and Coasts and Forestry
departments (:DEFF:O&C”)
❖ WCG: Deaprtment of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning: Coastal Management.
❖ WCG: Department of Transport and Public Works
❖ Heritage Western Cape;
❖ Breede Gouritz Catchment Management Agency
❖ CapeNature; and
❖ Bitou Municipality.
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❖ No comments were received by the general public / Interested & Affected Parties (I&APs)
All the comments and issues raised by the respective Organs of State that were captured in the Basic
Assessment Report were responded to by the EAP. Organs of State were further consulted where
clarity was required on inputs received. The Competent Authority is satisfied with the responses
obtained from the EAP and the additional consultation with Organs of State.
3.

Alternatives
Alternative 1 - Preferred Alternative (Herewith Approved):
The proposed activity is to construct a sleeping rock revetment and the re-establishment of the
primary dune that has been eroded in front of The Waves Complex within Erf 412.
Beach sand within the footprint area is to be excavated and stockpiled in a berm along the southern
demarcated and fenced on the property boundary of Erf 412. The revetment will be lined with
Geotextile material, followed by a layer of 5-50 kg sized rocks. This layer is followed by subsequent
layers of larger sized rocks of between 500 kg and 1500 kg to complete the required slope and levels.
The excavated dune sand is to be replaced over the revetment on completion of the structure and
the material (west of the rock revetment) is to be stabilised through the use of sand fencing and the
planting of indigenous vegetation that has been rescued on the rock revetment and in-between the
sand fences. Rehabilitation will be done up to and within Erven 409, 410, 411 and 412 and
maintenance and planting of indigenous vegetation of the beachfront on Erf 412 which situated in
front of The Waves Complex will be undertaken.
Access to the site will be gained approximately 25 metres east of the culvert beneath the MR394.
The temporary access will be stabilised with grass blocks to ensure that no erosion occurs.
This layout alternative will be implemented according to the Site Development Plans developed by
Dave Visser Consulting Engineer (Plans no. N09/107-02 and N09/107-03), dated 31 July 2019 as
depicted in Annexure 2 of this Environmental Authorisation.
Alternative 2:
The use of Geotextile sandbags which will be filled with sand from the beach (including from the CPP
area) and / or commercially sourced sand. Preparation of the dune will be followed by the layering
of the sandbags in long axes parallel to the beach line and will be buried. This will be followed by
extensive dune rehabilitation.
The Coastal Specialist Report has highlighted that the geotextile sand bags are a softer and less
robust solution, but they are impermeable and do not dissipate wave energy like a rock revetment
would. An increase in wave reflection is expected from these structures which in turn may lead to a
higher potential of increased scour when exposed to wave action in comparison with the rock
revetment. Although both options will be “sleeping revetments” this functionality is an important
distinguishing factor.
The Geotextile sandbag option is also more susceptible to vandalism and is expected to fail more
easily if erosion undermines the foundations. In addition, the replacement of such sandbags requires
major excavation and disturbance to the area to accomplish the goal. The sand bags also require
extensive excavation and use of a larger volume of sand to fill and cover the structure and will require
pumping of saltwater from the sea to compact the bags in order to fill the structures. Additional sand
may need to be sourced commercially if insufficient resources are available on the beach.
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Alternative 3:
The establishment of a vertical solid wall from steel sheets (“sheet-piling”) along the boundary of The
Waves Complex's erven has also been considered as an alternative.
This alternative is regarded as an inappropriate solution for the specific erosion problems experienced
in Erf 412 and for the benefit of MR394. Through the installation and operation of sheet piles, an
increase in erosion is expected to occur at the toe of the structure and on the adjacent coastline.
The sheets will only provide partial protection and have been reported to be of a temporary nature.
Although the footprint of this option is smaller than the other alternatives, the visual impact of the
structures will be larger and capital cost will be larger as regular maintenance will be required. Access
for the piling-rig on the beach, was identified as limiting factor too. This alternative was rejected by
the coastal engineering specialist and was not assessed further. The motivation for not considering
this alternative further is found to be acceptable.
Alternative 4:
The implementation of emergency erosion protection measures such as placement of rocks of
sufficient size within the eroded dune areas was considered as an alternative. The implementation of
the emergency measures will commence once an emergency situation arises.
The above option constitutes a temporary solution following a significant storm event. However, a
long-term solution is required in order to avoid the collapse of buildings and the displacement of
building rubble onto the eroded areas. An emergency solution, such as the use of rock, will only
temporarily mitigate the dune erosion, it will have a larger visual impact and decrease the sense of
place. This alternative is considered inappropriate as there is time to obtain approval for the correct
solution and to implement it with care. This alternative was not assessed further. The motivation for
not considering this alternative further is found to be acceptable.
“No-Go” Alternative
No installation of erosion protection measures will be done, which will allow the dune to continue to
erode. The continuation of the dune erosion will result in dune collapse, putting infrastructure, both
private and public, at risk of serve damage. Appropriate, adequate, robust and reliable erosion
protection is the best environmental solution for the site and the “do nothing” approach would be
irresponsible and would allow a known and expected environmental impact to take place, causing
increased damage to the coastal dune system that needs to be protected. The motivation for not
considering this alternative further is found to be acceptable.
4.

Impact Assessment and Mitigation Measures
4.1 Activity need and desirability
The purpose of the proposed sleeping revetment is to protect the current structures and infrastructure
within The Waves Complex as well as the MR394 infrastructure from current and future erosive events
(storm- and wave action). The revetment is to be “sleeping” which entails the re-establishment of the
primary dune on top of the structure through covering the structure with sand and re-vegetating the
area in terms of a Dune Rehabilitation Plan.
A holistic approach to the management and treatment of the current erosion is to be taken. This
entails including both “harder” and “softer” approaches to erosion repair and mitigation. Sand
fencing is proposed together with dune rehabilitation and re-vegetation once the revetment has
been covered to repair the natural dune processes of sand accumulation and stabilisation.
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Furthermore, the Bitou IDP (2019/2020) IDP specifies that it wishes to achieve a target of five pristine
Blue Flag rated beaches and aims to manage the coastal areas to be pristine and utilised by tourists.
The proposal does not contradict the objectives of the IDP and can be seen to support economic
development by protecting frequently used tourist areas from damage and by creating short term
and limited local employment opportunities.
4.2 Aspects related to the Coastal Zone
When any listed activities are to be carried out within the coastal zone which require an
environmental authorisation in terms of the NEMA, the the National Environmental Management:
Integrated Coastal Management Act, 2008 (Act No. 24 of 2008) (NEM:ICMA) provides for additional
criteria which must be considered when evaluating an application for an activity which will take
place within the coastal zone.
There are many aspects that must be taken into account when the competent authority considers
an application for authorisation, inter alia:
• Representations made by the applicant and by interested and affected parties;
• The applicant’s past record in complying with similar authorisations;
• If coastal public property, coastal access land or the coastal protection zone will be affected
by the proposed action;
• Coastal management objectives;
• The socio-economic impact if that activity or action is authorised or not authorised;
• The likely impact on the coastal environment including the cumulative effect;
• The likely effect of coastal processes (such as wave, current and wind action, erosion,
accretion, sea-level rise, storm surges and flooding) on the activity; and
• The objectives of the NEM:ICMA which apply to the activity.
The information which has been provided in the Final BAR and specialist study, has satisfactorily
addressed the abovementioned aspects. The Specialist has also adequately demonstrated the likely
impact of coastal environmental processes on the proposed activity which is a specific aspect to be
considered in this decision in terms of section 63 of the NEM:ICMA.
Further to the above, with the various assessments conducted in this process, it was made clear that
this development will affect the Coastal Protection Zone (‘CPZ’) but not Coastal Public Property
(‘CPP’) nor any public coastal access. The property is not regarded to conform to the definition of
the CPP as defined in the NEM:ICMA. However, with the CPZ, the estate has been developed for
residential purposes and will not destroy the ecological integrity, spoil the natural character nor the
economic, social and aesthetic value of the coastal public property. It must be pointed out that the
properties are identified within the Bitou Municipality’s Spatial Development Framework’s (SDF)
“urban edge” and the Bitou Municipality has provided their consent for the activities to be
undertaken. The Bitou Municipality will require the applicant (holder) to enter into a contractual
agreement to reflect the responsibility of the future maintenance requirements of the revetment
once an Environmental Authorisation is obtained. Further development beyond these properties are
unlikely and will not be supported. Although the property falls entirely within the CPZ, the competent
authority is confident that, based on the information received, the purpose of the CPZ in this area will
be adequately met.
The Coastal Management Line (‘CML’) which has been delineated in terms of the provisions of the
NEM:ICMA by this Department in 2016, has been considered. Although the CML has not been
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formerly adopted (i.e. draft status), the purpose of the CML in relation to the CPZ, CPP and the need
for pro-active planning for the expected effects and risks associated with climate change, is noted.
The draft CML lies landward of the entire estate, and due north to the Waves Complex it is
demarcated up to a height of approximately 35 metres above mean sea level (AMSL) in an area
with an incline of greater than 30%. Given the context and historical background of the estate, the
strict application of CML is outweighed by the need to protect amongst other important public
infrastructure.
In terms of the NEM:ICMA, specifically Sub-section 15(2) which deals with measures affecting erosion
and accretion, “No person may construct, maintain or extend any structure, or take other measures
on coastal public property to prevent or promote erosion or accretion of the seashore except as
provided for in this Act, the National Environmental Management Act or any other specific
environmental management Act."
The DEFF:O&C requested that the high-water mark be determined for the relevant stretch of the
coast. A mean HWM mark was determined in June 2019 and this line has been adopted by the
Surveyor General. Notwithstanding this determination, a site investigation was also conducted by the
Directorate: Development Management (Region 3) on 7 May 2020, specifically to observe the
springtide-high. It was observed that the highest point which the springtide’s high-watermark
reached, did not touch the toe of the dune; in fact, the highest point of the springtide was observed
to be more than 50-metres seaward from the toe of the dune during that event. It is acknowledged
that the dune protection/rehabilitation may be in response to the erosion of the coast; however, the
available information suggest that this erosion has been due to “exceptional events” or “storm
surges”. With due regard to the position of the HWM, this refers to the highest line reached by coastal
waters but excludes exceptional or abnormal weather or sea conditions. Based on the available
information the proposed dune rehabilitation (sleeping revetment footprint) will be located on Erf
412 (Public Place) above the HWM as defined in NEM:ICMA. The proposed rehabilitation will,
therefore, not infringe on Coastal Public Property (CPP) and, therefore Section 15(2) is regarded not
to apply to the proposed activity. As mentioned above, Listed Activity No. 15 of the Environmental
Impact Assessment Regulations Listing Notice 1 of 2014 (as amended) is not applicable.
Protection of private and public infrastructure:
The proposed revetment has been designed to protect the private infrastructure within The Waves
Complex but also the road and culvert (public infrastructure) and avoid possible erosion due to
discharge from the culvert. This design will not restrict any flow from the culvert. It must also be noted
that the MR394 forms the main access route to the coastal town of Keurboomstrand and that this
road is especially exposed to the dynamic processes of the coastal and aquatic environment at a
single point, at the culvert. The socio-economic aspects associated with the damage to, or loss of
this public infrastructure, is regarded to be an important factor. Although the proposed structure will
not extend into the MR394 road reserve, the protection of the public infrastructure is deemed
essential.
4.3 Biophysical Impacts
❑

Aquatic environment:

No significant impacts on the aquatic biophysical environment of the preferred location or property
are anticipated. A non-perennial river is mapped extending out of the existing stormwater culvert,
east of the footprint (outside of Erf 412). The stormwater from this watercourse only discharges onto
the beach during heavy rain events. The proposed temporary access route will cross the beach in
this area and the protective measure will terminate at this culvert and present any further
undercutting of the culvert which threatens the road. As such, the proposed installation of the
revetment and the proposed access will have no significant impact on the mapped perennial river.
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Confirmation has been provided by Breede Gouritz Catchment Management Area (BGCMA), that
the proposed activity and subsequent temporary access to the working area over the beach is not
an activity identified in terms of the National Water Act, 1998. As the construction will take place
outside the winter storm period no discharge of stormwater is anticipated during the construction
period.
❑

Coastal environment:

The portion of land on which the activity is proposed (Erf 412), forms part of a public place associated
with a residential estate - The Waves Complex. No significant impacts on the coastal environment
(including the cumulative effect) of the preferred alternative, location or property are anticipated.
The proposed revetment alternatives (i.e. rock and Geotextile sandbags) are dynamically designed
to work with the dynamic processes of the coastal environment and are not static and immovable.
Likely effects of coastal processes on the activity, are not anticipated to be significant and may be
mitigated.
Use of vehicles in the coastal zone:
No significant impacts on the coastal environment are anticipated due to the proposed use of
vehicles in the coastal zone to undertake the listed activities. The expected impacts are regarded to
be of such a nature that they can be satisfactorily mitigated. However, a separate Off-Road Vehicle
(ORV) permit for driving on the beach will be required to carry out the construction activities (delivery
of material etc.) and long-term maintenance when required. An ORV permit will need to be obtained
from the DEFF:O&C once an environmental authorisation has been issued and as maintenance is
required in the future. Notwithstanding this decision, the DEFF:O&C may decide not to issue such
permit.
4.4 Biodiversity
A description of the biodiversity issues and risks that were identified during the environmental impact
assessment process, as well as an assessment of the significance of each issue and risk, cumulative
impacts of the proposed development and levels of acceptable change have been considered. No
significant impacts on the biodiversity of the preferred location or property or cumulative effects on
biodiversity are anticipated.
Furthermore, the mitigation measures that will be taken to address the environmental impacts
resulting from the undertaking of activity are regarded adequate. These mitigation measures have
been proposed for inclusion in the EMPr or have been included in the environmental authorisation. In
support of the above, the following has been considered relevant:
❑ According to the Western Cape Biodiversity Spatial Plan (2017), the proposed footprint of the
revetment will be located in an area mapped as CBA 1 (natural and terrestrial), ESA 1
(terrestrial) and a small section of ESA 2 (to restore) in accordance with the WCBSP (2017).
❑ The specific footprint for the development and construction of the revetment and sand
fencing was identified as having been greatly eroded due to storm events and high wave
action along the primary dune (Erf 412). As a result of the increase in erosion, much of the
remaining Cape Seashore Vegetation has eroded away, leaving the dune more unstable and
susceptible to erosion.
❑ The proposed sleeping rock revetment will not compromise the conservation management
objectives of these areas but will rather add to the ecological functioning of the dune system.
The preferred alternative will have minimal interference with the natural dune system by
burying the structure. The installation of the sand fencing (west) will capture and enhance
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dune growth and assist with stabilisation. Long-term maintenance will be done by the HOA
(The Waves Complex) following a storm event and as such any affected areas will be restored
and rehabilitated.
❑ With reference to the presence of Milkwood trees/plants (Sideroxylon inerme) situated to the
east and the west of the storm water culvert on MR394, although these specimens fall outside
of the development footprint, it is reported that the disturbance of protected plant species
and indigenous forest will be avoided. However, if any such protected plants need to be cut,
disturbed, damaged or destroyed this is subject to a separate license application which must
be submitted to the Department of Environment, Forestry and Fisheries as required by the
National Forest Act, 84 of 1998 as amended (NFA). Notwithstanding this decision, the DEFF:
Forestry may decide not to issue such license.
4.5 Heritage / Archaeological Aspects
Final comment was received from Heritage Western Cape (HWC), dated 29 January 2019, which
indicated that there is no reason to believe that the proposed coastal dune stabilisation will have an
impact on heritage resources. No further assessment was required from HWC, therefore, the
competent authority is satisfied that the requirements in terms of Section 38 of the National Heritage
Resource Act (Act 25 of 1999) have been addressed.
The comments included the following extract "It is highly recommended that monitoring occurs during
any excavations of the dune feature, a permit must be obtained from South African Heritage
Resources Agency (‘SAHRA’): Maritime Underwater Cultural Heritage (‘MUCH’) unit”. It has been
incorporated in the EMPr that monitoring of the excavations will be done and if and when any
heritage resources are discovered, work will cease and HWC and MUCH unit (if applicable) will be
contacted.
Confirmation from MUCH was received that the recommended mitigation measures proposed in the
EMPr are sufficient and no permit will be required before work can commence. No heritage or cultural
resources are expected to be impacted as the site has been historically transformed through erosive
processes with the current vegetation being removed by extreme wave action and returning. The
dynamic nature of the active dune limits the potential for the discovery of any heritage artefacts.
4.6 Other Impacts
No other impacts of significance are anticipated.
5.

Scope and Validity Period of authorisation
This environmental authorisation includes specific operational aspects. The applicant has indicated
that the construction activities (non-operational aspects) should be completed within a period of 3
years. The environmental authorisation’s validity period has however been granted for a period of
ten years (10) years, during which period the construction activities must commence and be
concluded, including the post-construction rehabilitation and monitoring, and submission of an
environmental audit post-construction. During the operational phase, the operational activities must
be audited biennially. The Holder is required to substantially implement the proposal within a period
of 3-years after the environmental authorisation is issued. Where the activity has been commenced
with, the EIA Regulations, 2014 allow that (upon application) the period for which the environmental
authorisation is granted may be extended for a further period of 5-years.
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6.

National Environmental Management Act Principles
The National Environmental Management Principles (set out in section 2 of the NEMA, which apply to
the actions of all organs of state, serve as guidelines by reference to which any organ of state must
exercise any function when taking any decision, and which must guide the interpretation,
administration and implementation of any other law concerned with the protection or management
of the environment), inter alia, provides for:
• the effects of decisions on all aspects of the environment to be taken into account;
• the consideration, assessment and evaluation of the social, economic and environmental
impacts of activities (disadvantages and benefits), and for decisions to be appropriate in the
light of such consideration and assessment;
• the co-ordination and harmonisation of policies, legislation and actions relating to the
environment;
• the resolving of actual or potential conflicts of interest between organs of state through conflict
resolution procedures; and
• the selection of the best practicable environmental option.

7.

Conclusion
After consideration of the information and factors listed above, the Department made the following
findings:
(a) The identification and assessment of impacts are detailed in the FBAR dated 13 March 2020 and
sufficient assessment of the key identified issued and impacts have been completed.
(b) The procedure followed for the impact assessment is adequate for the decision-making process.
(c) The proposed mitigation of impacts identified and assessed, curtails the identified negative
impacts.
(d) The EMPr proposed mitigation measures for the pre-construction, construction and rehabilitation
phases of the development and were included in the FBAR. The mitigation measures will be
implemented to manage the identified environmental impact during the construction phase.
Due consideration is also given to the person’s duty of care described in Section 28 of NEMA:
“Every person who causes, has caused or may cause significant pollution or degradation of
the environment must take reasonable measures to prevent such pollution or degradation from
occurring, continuing or recurring, or, in so far as such harm to the environment is authorised
by law or cannot reasonably be avoided or stopped, to minimise and rectify such pollution or
degradation of the environment”.
In view of the above, the NEMA principles, compliance with the conditions stipulated in this
Environmental Authorisation, and compliance with an approved EMPr, the Competent Authority is
satisfied that the proposed listed activities will not conflict with the general objectives of integrated
environmental management stipulated in Chapter 5 of the National Environmental Management
Act, 1998 (Act No. 107 of 1998) and that any potentially detrimental environmental impacts resulting
from the listed activities can be mitigated to acceptable levels.
---------------------------------------------------- END ----------------------------------------------------
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